T o exploit parallelism, developers have based the software of many powerful multicomputer architectures on sequential pieces of computation that act concurrently and interact for communication and synchronization. In most message-passing-based programming environments, the interactions are specified through explicit language constructs embedded in the text of the program modules. Consequently, when the interaction patterns are not trivial, the overall program structure is concealed, making the structure difficult to recognize and complicating performance optimization. Also, these environments show little regard for properties of great concern in software engineering, such as reuse, modularity, and software maintenance.
P-RIO basics
The P-RIO methodology hinges on the configuration paradigm, 1,2 which allows the assembly of a system or program by the external interconnection of modules from a library. P-RIO extends the configuration framework with abstractions and mechanisms for parallel programming.
In addition to the language used for programming the sequential components, we use a special (textual or graphical) configuration or architectural-description language that helps the user specify the programmodule composition and the interconnection structure. This separation into two languages makes the data and control interactions explicit. The configuration-description language has other attractions:
• It makes the software architecture amenable to formal verification techniques 3 and to program flowanalysis techniques; • A user can map the text, a portable and compact representation of the software, to graphical representations (and vice-versa); • The use of encapsulation, indexes, and flow-control constructs simplifies the specification of large static and dynamic program structures.
Like other researchers, we believe that object-based program structures are best dealt with using an architectural-description language, such as Darwin. 4 According to this view, configuration programming complements pure object-oriented software programming. A programmer can design the overall system's object structure using an object-oriented modeling methodology. The classes required to construct these objects can be organized into an inheritance tree, to maximize code reuse. The individual modules (the configurable objects) can be programmed using an object-oriented language. Then, the programmer can bind these modules together using a configuration language.
The configuration paradigm offers composition (as an alternative to inheritance) as a means of constructing a new object, or even a complete system, from previously existing objects. The combination of both approaches, pure object-orientation and configuration programming, can take advantage of the best of both worlds and assist the development of complex applications.
MODULES
A module (see Figure 1a ) functions as
• a type or class if used as a template to create a parallel program's execution units, and • an execution unit, called a module or class instance.
Primitive classes, the basic units of encapsulation, define only one thread of control, and instances created from them can execute concurrently. The configuration language supports hierarchical composition; that is, existing (primitive and composite) classes can be used to compose new classes (see Figure 1b) .
In a parallel-execution environment, the user must isolate different programs. In P-RIO, the class instances that compose a program can interact only with other class instances in the same naming domain. That domain is identified by the name of the main class used to create the program. A programmer can, however, use the classes to configure different programs-configuration programming. This lets the programmer use a library composed of classes (either primitive or composite) to configure different parallel programs. During program execution, the sharing of a class code depends on the particular runtime-support implementation.
Named ports, which are associated with their parent classes, define the points of interaction and interconnection between class instances. An in port (see Figure  1a ) defines an interaction's passive partner, while an out port defines an active partner that can initiate interactions. Ports themselves are defined as port classes that can be reused in different module classes to define their particular communication interfaces. A port instance is named and referenced for communication in the context of its owner module class. This provides configurationlevel, port-naming independence.
The configuration-description language provides a link construct that lets the user specify the connection of ports belonging to different modules. A composite class's external interface is formed by the ports its internal component classes explicitly export. This helps to hide a composite class's internal composition, making more visible the ports useful for external configuration.
TRANSACTION STYLES
A transaction is a specific control and data-interaction rule used for communication performed through ports. Closely associated with each port is a distinct transaction style, which is specified at the configuration-description level. This style implicitly defines the implementation mechanisms required to support each transaction. Examples of transaction styles include typical unidirectional and bidirectional message-passing communication. The transaction concept allows the system to check port connections for consistency (of data types and transaction styles) at the configurationdescription domain. A transaction style is a version of the connector abstraction as described by David Garlan and his colleagues-they detail a more generic . model for representing architectural designs. 5 Our basic transaction set includes bidirectional, synchronous (similar to a remote procedure call) and unidirectional, asynchronous (similar to a datagram) transaction styles. Informally, we say that transactions are performed through ports. As an option, a module can perform synchronous transactions in a relaxed fashion (deferred synchronous) without blocking, allowing remote calls with local computations to overlap. The module can later collect the associated responses, in a different order from that of the calls. Specific P-RIO implementations can extend or modify this basic transaction set to fulfill different parallel-program requirements.
We implemented P-RIO's first version using the standard Parallel Virtual Machine (PVM) library. Currently, we are considering an implementation based on the Message Passing Interface library. In this case, the different semantic modes (defined by the underlying protocols) associated with point-to-point MPI communication options would correspond to different transaction styles and, according to our proposal, could be selected at the configuration level. Other transaction styles, such as the highly optimized remote-procedure-call mechanism, 6 which is based on active messages, can also be included in our environment and selected for specific port-to-port connections.
The transaction concept does not imply commitment to low-level communication architectures. For example, transactions performed between modules in the same node can exchange data through direct memory-to-memory transfer. In our PVM-based implementation, transactions can use either UDP-(user datagram protocol) or TCP-(transmission-control protocol) based transport services, as well as multicast transmission. Architectures based on specialized interconnection structures, such as the IBM SP2, can use their communication mechanisms for transaction support. Figure 2a illustrates a master-slave architecture typically found in parallel programs, and Figure 2b shows its text description using P-RIO's configuration language. We use a simple application, compute_pi, to compute the To start the program, the declarative system description, presented in Figure 2b , is submitted by the user to a command interpreter that executes the low-level calls required to create the specified parallel program. The interpreter queries the user for the number of replicated instances to create. P-RIO's interpreter automatically distributes the instances over the available set of processors. However, the user can override this allocation and define specific mappings at the configuration level. The configuration-language interpreter uses a parser written in Tcl and supports flow-control instructions that facilitate the description of complex configurations.
A MASTER-SLAVE ARCHITECTURE

Group transactions
Group-communication abstractions fit well into the configuration model (see Figure 3 ). We view a group as an abstract module that receives inputs and distributes them according to a particular transaction style. In practice, we use a simplified representation for group configurations, and the associated transaction style's implementation depends on the support environment's communication substrate.
In P-RIO, we've explicitly named groups for connection purposes, and a user can select several collective message-passing transaction styles at the configuration domain. Configuration-level primitives are available to create and name groups, as well as to specify port-to-group connections. Our current implementation supports two multicast group-transaction styles: unidirectional and bidirectional, for use with the asynchronous and synchronous transactions, respectively. The synchronous group transaction terminates either when the source receives all the replies or, optionally, when it receives the first reply. The reliability semantics is that provided by PVM; that is, the transactions are unreliable, providing no guarantee of atomicity or ordering of message receiving. Reliable group-transaction semantics could be available if we incorporate an appropriate communication system, such as Horus, 7 into the environment. The user can implement popular scatter-gather, allgather, and all-to-all collective-data moves using P-RIO's standard features (see Figure 4) . Scatter- . gather can be implemented by synchronous, bidirectional transactions associated with a set of ports, one for each target. All-gather can be achieved through unidirectional, group transactions. Finally, all-to-all is similar to scatter-gather but uses asynchronous transactions. Alternatively, for performance, we could use a specialized library (such as MPI) to support these transaction styles.
We could also implement barriersynchronization mechanisms using a group transaction through ports. However, we choose to offer a specific programming-level primitive to relieve the programmer of port concerns. For the same reason, barrier specifications appear in a simplified form at the configuration level.
In our project, we experimented with these basic approaches to grouptransaction support:
• implementing the group-communication protocol from scratch and embedding it in the runtime support, • providing the protocol through special support modules (encapsulating group-communication code) configured between the application-module instances involved, and • using the resources of a runtime support library, such as PVM.
These approaches sometimes overlap. Making the best choice requires a trade-off between efficiency, flexibility, and implementation cost.
Graphical representation
P-RIO provides immediate mapping of concepts associated with the software-construction methodology to their graphical representations. P-RIO's graphical interface helps the user configure, visualize, monitor, and debug parallel applications. The graphical representation (icon) of each class, including ports, and of a complete system is automatically created from its textualconfiguration description (see Figure 5 ). Alternatively, with the graphical tool, the user can create a system by selecting classes from a library, specifying instances from them, and interconnecting their communication ports. He or she can change defaults for port connections through menus and use special icons to represent different group-communication styles. The user can specially mark modules using barrier synchronization and, by clicking this mark, stamp out a set of modules using the same barrier.
The tool supports module encapsulation, permitting the graphical composition of new module classes from already existing classes. Class compression and decompression features let the user inspect composite-class internals and simplify large programs' visual displays. With these features, the user can also control the physical allocation, instantiation, execution, and removal of modules with simple mouse commands. For example, the user could reconfigure the application on the fly by stopping modules, reallocating them, or changing other parameters.
The textual representation, which can be saved for reuse, automatically reflects program-configuration changes at the graphical-interface level. The system does not attempt to optimize the representation of repetitive program structures. However, the user can obtain this effect by editing the textual representation.
The graphical interface borrows many features of the XPVM tool, contained in the PVM system. Thus, it supports debugging primitives for displaying messages sent in time lines (as in Figure 5 ) and print-like (or textual) outputs. We implemented this interface using the very portable Tcl/Tk toolkit. 
Programming and configuration support
A simple runtime platform supports P-RIO's programming and configuration abstractions. To start transactions through ports, basic send and receive primitives are available, which are similar to those commonly found in parallel-programming libraries. Using these primitives, the programmer does not need to worry about low-level details such as addressing, buffer allocation, and flag management. P-RIO also offers a guarded select-communication construct (similar to Ada) based on logical expressions. This construct lets a module wait for messages arriving at a selected set of ports. The runtime support nondeterministically chooses which port to receive a message.
We also offer a construct similar to data flow that can atomically receive messages from a set of ports. In addition, we provide auxiliary functions for time-out communications and a mechanism for exception propagation between communicating modules. The use of these mechanisms is optional. However, they let users include error-recovery or error-reporting features in parallel programs. This can be essential to achieve the reliability levels required to use parallel techniques in realworld applications.
We base our current implementation of the support primitives on C. However, the P-RIO primitives for configuration and interaction are compatible with a wide range of procedural and object-oriented languages. Users can easily map their invocation syntaxes over these primitives.
Defining the structure of a primitive module, including its set of ports, requires a small set of programminglevel configuration primitives. Embedded in the module sequential program, these primitives are required to create part of the runtime context needed to support the corresponding high-level abstractions. An extra set of configuration primitives is available to support the configuration language's high-level constructs. The configuration-language interpreter invokes these primitives to impose a program's module-instance configuration and interconnection structure.
P-RIO in action
We've used P-RIO to parallelize the implementation of an experimental image-recognition system ( Figure 6 ). We use a neural-network classifier and preprocessing techniques to make the results independent of the target image's relative position and scale.
PARALLELIZING IMAGE RECOGNITION
The preprocessing stage uses common digital-processing techniques (filtering, transforms, and convolutions) that imply high processing demands and a high rate of operation repetitions over the bidimensional matrix that represents the image. A matrix of 256 × 256 pixels with 256 grayscale levels represents the image. To reduce spurious noise, we apply a median filter to the image, followed by an edge-detection algorithm to obtain the object's position in the vision field. In parallel, we apply homomorphic processing to the original matrix to avoid distortions that can be caused by the light source. We use the outputs of the two stages to generate an image in polar coordinates, from which we obtain circular harmonic coefficients. Finally, we apply the Mellin transform to obtain a 128 × 512 matrix of complex coefficients, which are partially presented to the neural classifier. Figure 7 presents the main functions performed by the preprocessing phase.
Considering the vision system's sequential implementation, we identified these points for performance improvement:
• In the image-preprocessing phase, edge detection takes approximately 70% of the total machine time. . We could subdivide this task into smaller tasks, which we could execute in parallel, taking advantage of the properties of the adopted bidimensional signalprocessing algorithm. This parallelization requires small changes to the original program.
• The neural net has 16,384 inputs and two layers with 100 and five neurons, respectively. Both learning and recognition require much processing time. We divided the neural net into N blocks, each one containing a subset of the neurons. The system can execute these N blocks in parallel, sequentializing them when processing occurs between the different layers. This scheme works well for neural nets with a large number of neurons in each layer. However, it is unattractive when the layers have a small number of neurons. This is because message passing incurs much greater overhead than the processing time spent in each partition of the net. . posite classes of the vision system, was shown in Figure 5 .) One composite class called Center (see Figure 8a) encapsulates the median and edge-detection functions.
In this class, Edges is the basic unit of parallelization. A parameter in the configuration-description text specifies the number of instances of Edges (see Figure 8b ). This provides a convenient means to tune the system's performance. The preprocessing stage's other functions are encapsulated in a single module, g_mellin. However, because of the stage's internal structure, it can perform the homomorphic processing in parallel with the edge In other sections, we show how the configuration paradigm provides a flexible framework for the construction of message-passing-based parallel programs. In this sidebar, we propose a scheme to introduce the distributed shared-memory (DSM) paradigm to P-RIO. This would produce a hybrid environment, helping a programmer mix the two paradigms to implement the best solution for a specific problem. In Figure A1 , module S can perform intensive data-structure processing on behalf of one of the modules C[i]. The modules concurrently compete to access these processing services through procedure-call transactions associated with ports visible at the S interface (for simplicity, the figure shows only one port). Thus, as an implementation option, we can replicate S and its encapsulated data structures at each hardware node with a potential user. The procedure code can execute locally, providing a simple computation and datamigration policy.
A procedure that performs readonly data operations does not need to execute synchronization code. However, if the procedure performs updates to data held in S, they must be implemented using a shared-memory coherence protocol. Configurationlevel analysis, similar to the compilation-level analysis used in Orca, 1 could determine that module S should be replicated. The programmer could also do this, using knowledge regarding program behavior and structure.
In P-RIO, each module instance acts as a monitor, and a port defines a monitor entry point. Thus, each procedure-call transaction can be associated with a mutual-exclusion region, making it equivalent to the acquire primitive used in DSM libraries, such as Munin or TreadMarks. In our model, a special code associated with each port can trigger the underlying coherence protocol (see Figure A2 ) that would synchronize all access to the module data structures. Alternatively, the programmer could explicitly define the shared-module data structures to optimize the synchronization cost. Explicit primitives, such as acquire and release, could also be used in the module code. This would allow increased parallelism at the expense of program structuring.
Orca achieves data coherence through a reliable multicast protocol that ensures that all modules receive and process an identical sequence of calls. In P-RIO, we could implement this using a group transaction with reliable multicast semantics. In our proposal, the user can specify at the configuration level several different data-consistency techniques and mappings between modules and processors, allowing flexibility for system tuning.
For evaluation, we are implementing a shared-memory coherency algorithm using Unix sockets for communication.
In the near future, we intend to integrate special DSM support in P-RIO. We want to investigate the interaction of the DSM and message-passing paradigms, in terms of programming and runtime support mechanisms. . detection. The pipelined transformations included in g_mellin (polar coordinates to circular coefficient mappings) are quite simple and were not split up into individual modules-the speedup that could be obtained in a network of workstations would not be relevant. However, this could be easily done and could be worthwhile in an architecture supporting fine-grained parallelism. Table 1 shows the speedup for the edge detection performed during preprocessing. The preprocessing time dropped from 168 seconds for the sequential version to 36 seconds for the parallel version using five Sun4 workstations. Image recognition has very low communication costs, allowing an almost linear speedup.
PERFORMANCE
In the same image-recognition application, the classification phase takes four minutes using one processor. A parallel version using five processors reduced this time to just under two minutes. The parallel version stores the neural-network weights in a standard file server (Sun-NFS). This introduces a bottleneck when the replicated modules try to concurrently access these files. This could be improved using an I/O system with parallel-operation support.
We based our current version of P-RIO on messagepassing, but we also provide some insights on applying P-RIO in a distributed shared-memory environment (see the "Distributed shared-memory paradigm" sidebar). Comparing P-RIO performance to pure PVM performance, we measured the round-trip time for similar message-passing operations and the execution times of a program set implemented in both environments. For all these experiments, we obtained almost identical measurements, showing that P-RIO does not introduce significant overhead (in relation to PVM) for parallel programming for workstations connected by a local area network. However, we should mention that PVM itself introduces significant overheads when compared with basic communication over LANs. We could transparently introduce more efficient message-communication support (hardware and software) into P-RIO, without requiring programming changes to existing software Many parallel-programming environments exit. We restrict our discussion to some that share the two features basic to our methodology: two-step program-composition and a graphical interface.
CODE
The Computationally Oriented Display Environment lets the programmer draw a graph and insert textual annotations associated with nodes (circles representing sequential programs) and arcs (connections). 1 It adopts a flexible dataflow style of programming and uses named input and output ports (queues of data, similar to those of P-RIO) to define each node interface. The node ports do not explicitly appear at its interface, and an annotation is associated with each arc to define the binding of an output to an input port. CODE associates with each node a sequence of annotations that define the type and names of ports, the input firing rules, the code to be activated, and the output routing rules. These annotations let the programmer define explicitly each node's dynamic interaction.
In its basic aspects P-RIO is similar to CODE. However, P-RIO input and output ports appear explicitly at the module interface, giving more details of the program structure. This can simplify the graphical representation of many programs. 1 In addition, a P-RIO user can directly map the port transactions to method or procedure calls in most languages, giving a clear picture of each module's functions.
Hence
The Heterogeneous Network Computing Environment, an experimental graphical language, uses special icons to represent control-flow constructs. 1 The user can position these icons in graphical programs, loops, parallel replications, pipelines, and conditional executions of subgraphs. However, the language complicates the determination of a program's dynamic behavior and some firing rules' specifications.
Paralex
Paralex is based on a very restricted dataflow model. 2 The activation of a computational unit obeys the "strict enabling rule," and a unit performs a multifunction mapping between a number of inputs and outputs. In addition, the computational units do not keep internal state and do not interact with other components. These restrictions simplify support of fault tolerance based on module replication and of a simple load-balancing policy. The latter is also supported by the special communication system used by Paralex. P-RIO lets the user change configurations on a running system; this speeds up experimentation with different versions of algorithms. P-RIO supports a simple process-migration policy based on message redirection. P-RIO does not embed support for dynamic load balancing or fault-tolerance policies. However, it could easily support policies not requiring state preservation. 2 We could embed the configuration-control constructs in the code of the modules. This would provide flexibility for the dynamicconfiguration control.
Tracs
Tracs lets the programmer define (typed) messages, computational modules (including their ports), and static architecture models through special windows and menus. 3 Tracs tries to fill the gap between the levels of module and configuration programming. Features such as these can be easily added to the environments on which we have previously commented and also to P-RIO, which already provides tools for
Related work and comments
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modules. This would let P-RIO evolve over time, incorporating new communication technologies as they become available.
A n earlier version of P-RIO, intended for distributed computing, maps each computational node onto a lightweight process (thread). It supports group-communication protocols with different failure semantics and a set of fault-tolerance techniques based on module replication. We also used the configuration approach to customize distributed applications based on Corba objects. 8 This experience, as well as our study of other parallel-programming environments (see the "Related work and comments" sidebar, has helped to convince us of the flexibility provided by the configuration approach.
The current version of the P-RIO runtime support environment, including the graphical tool, has been operational since November 1994 and has been used to build several experimental applications. You can obtain its code, manuals, and additional documentation at http://www.caa.uff.br/p-rio/p-rio.html.
In the near future, we intend to transport P-RIO to a parallel machine that is being developed in a companion project at the URFI (Federal University of Rio de Janeiro). The optimized communication support provided by its architecture would improve P-RIO's performance. 9 
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VPE
The Visual Parallel Environment lets the user create, compile, and run PVM programs. 4 The applications (programs) are represented by graphs that consist of nodes and arcs. Computing nodes represent sequential tasks that use named ports for communication; ports can be linked through arcs. Call nodes are graphs made of computing nodes and other call nodes that export their ports through special interface nodes. VPE exploits the concepts of modular and reusable components to assist a parallel application's creation. P-RIO attempts to exploit modularity and reuse both in the construction and execution of parallel programs. In addition, P-RIO makes available different transaction styles typically used in parallel programming.
